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Semi-Supervised Gait Generation With Two
Microfluidic Soft Sensors

Dooyoung Kim , Min Kim , Junghan Kwon , Yong-Lae Park , and Sungho Jo

Abstract—Nowadays, the use of deep learning for the calibra-
tion of soft wearable sensors has addressed the typical drawbacks
of the microfluidic soft sensors, such as hysteresis and nonlinear-
ity. However, previous studies have not yet resolved some of the
design constraints such as the sensors are needed to be attached to
the joints and many sensors are needed to track the human mo-
tion. Moreover, the previous methods also demand an excessive
amount of data for sensor calibration which make the system im-
practical. In this letter, we present a gait motion generating method
using only two microfluidic sensors. We select appropriate sensor
positions with consideration of the deformation patterns of the
lower-limb skins and mutual interference with soft actuators.
Moreover, a semi-supervised deep learning model is proposed to
reduce the size of calibration data. We evaluated the performance
of the proposed model with various walking speeds. From the ex-
periment, the proposed method showed a higher performance with
smaller calibration dataset comparing to the other methods that
are based on the supervised deep learning.

Index Terms—Wearable robots, soft robot applications, deep
learning in robotics and automation.

I. INTRODUCTION

R ECENTLY, soft sensors have been widely used in wear-
able robotics research due to their easy wearability and

high stretchability [1], [2]. For example, soft wearable sen-
sors and their calibration methods have been developed for
hands [3]–[5], lower-limbs [6], shoulders [7], and a full-body [8].

Although previous research has presented the feasibility of
motion sensing using soft sensors, there are still several limita-
tions to be addressed for practical. First, most of the studies have
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attached the soft sensors to the major joints, such as a hip, knees,
and ankles [6], [7], [9]. This approach maximizes the strain sen-
sitivity of the attached sensor [2] and thus provides accuracy in
estimation of joint. However, this approach requires many sen-
sors to track the complex human motions, such as gaits, which
make it hard to protect the sensors from physical damages. The
excessive amount of sensors also causes mutual interference be-
tween the sensors and the actuators when we develop a soft
robot that consists of soft sensors and actuators [10]. There has
been an effort to address this issue by attaching multiple sensors
to the thigh for gate analysis [10]. However, this method has a
limitation in mapping the sensor signals and the thigh motions.

Another limitation comes with the inherent characteristics of
soft microfluidic sensors, such as nonlinearity and hysteresis [1],
[2], which make it difficult to calibrate the soft sensors [11]. To
address this issue, a supervised neural network model has been
proposed for the calibration of the wearable sensors [8]. The
study used long short-term memory networks [12] to calibrate
the full-body motions with a soft sensing suit that consists of
20 soft strain sensors.

Despite their achievements in overcoming the limitations of
the soft sensor calibration, the supervised learning methods re-
quire an extensive calibration dataset to train the model and
thus it is difficult to be used in practical applications of wear-
able robots [13]. Furthermore, the users have to collect a new
calibration everytime they wear the sensing suit [8]. Therefore,
reducing both the size and the number of the calibration datasets
is one of the critical problems to be solved for soft sensors to be
used in wearable robots and devices with practicality.

In this letter, we address the challenges of the soft wear-
able sensors by taking the advantage of semi-supervised learn-
ing [14], and decided to reconstruct the gait motion of the wearer
as a target application (Fig. 1), which has recently been spot-
lighted in soft robotics area [15], [16]. We first determined the
sensor positions based on easy wearability and accurate recogni-
tion of the gait patterns, and then generated a natural gait motion
in three dimensional space using only two soft strain sensors.

We used a deep auto encoder (AE) [17] to embed the gait mo-
tion to a latent motion manifold, and analyzed its representation
qualities. With this manifold, we generated a natural human gait
motion using the sensor outputs. The performance evaluation
showed that the proposed method was able to reduce the need
for the calibration dataset and also improves the calibration per-
formances compared with the previous methods.

The rest of this letter is organized as follows. Section II
presents the design and the fabrication process of the gait
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Fig. 1. A wearable gait sensing pants using two microfluidic soft sensors and
the modeled 3D skeleton using the proposed motion generating method.

Fig. 2. Microfluidic soft sensor module and its data acquisition circuit.

sensing pants and its signal characteristics. Section III explains
the proposed semi-supervised calibration method. Section. IV
discusses the performance evaluation of the proposed method.
Finally, we conclude our research and present future works in
Section V.

II. MATERIALS

A. Sensor Fabrication and Placement

Fig. 2 illustrates the microfluidic soft strain sensor and its data
acquisition circuit for human gait motion sensing. The design
and the fabrication process of the sensors were based on the
previous research [8], [18]. Each sensor was connected with a
simple voltage divider circuit to capture the resistance changes,
and the changes were transferred to the computer through a data
acquisition (DAQ) device.

The position and the stretch direction of the soft strain sensors
were selected considering the following constraints. First, the
major joints in the lower-limb (hip, knee, ankle) were excluded
from the candidate positions to prevent the mutual interference
with soft actuators. Second, we wanted to use as small number
of sensors as possible to simplify the design process and the
calibration effort.

In order to find the locations that meet the constraints, we
focused on the relationship between the gait motion and the
deformation of human skin.

Since the soft strain sensors measure a motion of the user
from the skin deformation at the position where the sensors are

Fig. 3. The position of the soft strain sensors, and the local coordinate center
and tracking points of our motion generating method.

attached, the strain sensitivity is maximized when the sensor is
attached on the line of skin that has maximum deformation [6],
[18]. We therefore selected the positions of the soft strain sensors
based on the relationship between skin deformation and dynamic
lower-limb postures [19], [20].

Fig. 3 shows the location and the direction of the soft strain
sensors. We only used two soft sensors to detect and reconstruct
human gait motions. The ends of each sensor were attached to the
upper-side and the middle-front of the thigh, respectively. Those
positions are where the deformation of the skin is maximized
during walking. By attaching the sensors to those positions, we
were able to obtain sufficient resistance changes of the sensor
for gait pattern recognition.

B. Experimental Setup and Data Acquisition

The experiment environment for data acquisition is shown
in Fig. 4. A healthy male (height: 179 cm, leg length: 92 cm)
was recruited as a subject in this study. We set up a treadmill
(width: 37 cm , length: 90 cm) to collect a dataset with various
walking speeds: from 2 km/h to 6 km/h with an increment of
1 km/h.

In order to capture the subject’s data, we selected 10 track-
ing points in the lower-limb: both hips, knees, ankles, feet, and
toes (Fig. 3). The signal outputs of the two soft strain sensors
were measured by the voltage divider circuit and the DAQ (NI
USB-6353, National Instrument). At the same time, the sub-
ject’s motion was collected by an optical motion capture system
(Prim13, Opti-Track). The sampling rate of both the DAQ and
the motion capture device was 120 Hz, and the resolution of the
DAQ was 16 bit.

The notions of the dataset are as follows. A signal vector
x(t) ∈ RS and a position vector y(t) ∈ R3M are denoted by:

x(t) =
{
x
(t)
1 , x

(t)
2 , . . . x

(t)
S

}
(1)

y(t) =
{
y
(t)
1 , y

(t)
2 , . . . , y

(t)
M

}
(2)

where S is the number of sensor, and M is the number of track-
ing point. In order to include the sequential phenomenon of the
human motion, the sensor output x is converted to the sequence
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Fig. 4. Schematic representation of experiment setup.

Fig. 5. Relationship between the captured joint angle on the sagittal plain and sensor outputs: (a) knee, (b) ankle, (c) toe.

of sensor outputs with time window t:

x(t−n:t) =
{
x(t−n), x(t−n+1), . . . , x(t)

}
(3)

Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between the captured sensor
signals and the joint angles at 5 km/h of walking speed. In this
figure, we can observe a unique pattern in each sensor signals.
However, those patterns are too complex to be fitted to the linear
models that are widely used in the soft sensor calibration [1], [2].
These complex patterns are caused by the common limitations of
microfludic soft sensors, such as nonlinearity and hysteresis [11]
and complex deformations of the human skin [10].

III. METHODS

The goal of the sensor calibration is to find a calibration model
F in

ŷ = F (x|θ) (4)

where θ is the calibration parameters and ŷ represents predicted
target vector. We learn θ through the semi-supervised deep
learning.

Two types of datasets are used for our model: a calibration
dataset (labeled data) and a gait motion dataset (unlabeled data).
The calibration dataset consists of the sensor output and its
corresponding pose. The relationship between these two fea-
tures depends on the relative position between the sensor and
the target joint [7], [8], but it changes whenever the wears and
takes off the sensor, since the positions of the sensors are sub-
ject to changes. This problem causes the system to recollect the

calibration dataset every time making the soft wearable sensors
impractical for everyday use.

On the other hand, the gait motion dataset only contains the
gait pattern of the user. Thus, we do not have to collect this
motion dataset every time because the motion is independent of
the sensor placements. Therefore, collecting the motion dataset
is easier than the calibration dataset. In this section, we present
how to use this unlabeled data to simplify the calibration process
of the soft wearable sensors.

The dimension of the dataset is an important factor in machine
learning because the prediction quality of the model decreases
as the dimension of the dataset increases when the number of
the training dataset is fixed [21]. Thus, we used semi-supervised
leanings that define a low-dimensional manifold that represents
the hidden characteristics of the original dataset using the unla-
beled data to improve the prediction accuracy.

In our case, a human gait pose is represented as high-
dimensional feature vector y ∈ R30. However, the probability
density of y in this high-dimensional space is relatively low,
since the position of the joints during a gait motion is highly
correlated to each other. Therefore, we assume that a low-
dimensional latent motion manifold representing that the high-
dimensional motion feature vector y exists, and probability den-
sity of y decreases rapidly when it moves away from the latent
motion manifold.

The overall architecture of the proposed calibration model
is shown in Fig. 6. The model is composed of three
components: a sequential encoder network (SEN), an alignment
network (AliN), and a motion representation network (MRN).
The MRN defines a latent motion manifoldZ that represents the
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Fig. 6. Overall architecture of the proposed semi-supervised gait motion generation model.

Fig. 7. Motion Representation Network: The model consists of encoder net-
work and decoder network.

high dimensional human gait motion y in the low dimensional
latent motion manifold z. We built the SEN based on the re-
current neural networks (RNN) to extract the sequential feature
vector r in the sensor output. The AliN defines a mapping from
the sequential feature vector r to the latent motion vector z in
Z . Details of each component are explained as follows.

A. MRN: Motion Representation Network

We build the MRN using a deep AE, a type of unsupervised
machine learning methods (Fig. 7). The network consists of an
encoder network g and a decoder network f as follows:

z = g(y|θg) (5)

ŷ = f(z|θf ) (6)

where θ, is the model parameter. We define both encoder
and decoder networks using three fully-connected neural net-
work (FCNN) layers:

f(i)(zi;wi, bi) = zTi wi + bi (7)

where zi is an input vector of the i-th layer, wi, bi are weights
and biases. A rectified linear unit (ReLU) is used at each layer
except the last one as an activation function layer [22].

ReLU(z) = max{0, z} (8)

In the training step, the original motion feature y in the
high-dimensional space Y is converted to the hidden motion
feature vector z ∈ Z through the encoder network g. After that,

the feature vector z is converted to the reconstructed motion fea-
ture ŷ through the decoder network f . In order to optimize the
parameters in f and g, we used a mean square error (MSE) as
the cost function:

cp(ŷ, y) =
1

3NM

N∑
i

M∑
m

3∑
d

(ŷi,m,d − yi,m,d)
2

where N is the number of features, and d is the dimension index
of the tracking points.

B. SEN: Sequential Encoder Network

We defined the SEN based on the DFM-Net [8] to extract the
sequential phenomenon r in the sensor outputs x.

r(t) = SEN(x(t−n:t)) (9)

The difference between the original SEN and our implementa-
tion is that we used a gated recurrent unit (GRU) [23] instead
of a long-short term memory (LSTM) [12]. A GRU is a type of
an RNN model that reduces the computational overhead while
maintaining the performance of LSTMs. GRUs merge the for-
get gate and input gate into a single update gate to simplify the
model. The update gate at and reset gate et at time t are defined
as follows:

a(t) = σ(Wax
(t) + Uah

(t−1)) (10)

e(t) = σ(Wex
(t) + Ueh

(t−1)) (11)

The first step in GRUs is determining what information is
useful from the previous hidden state ht by following equation:

h̃(t) = tanh(Whx
(t) + e(t) � Uhh

(t−1)) (12)

where tanh(·) is the hyperbolic tangent function, � is the
element-wise multiplication operation, Wh, Uh is input weight
and recurrent weight, respectively. Then, the new hidden state
ht is obtained from the h̃t and ht as follows:

h(t) = a(t) � h(t−1) + (1− a(t))� h̃(t) (13)

In order to prevent the overfitting, we used dropout [24] in the
first layer of the GRU with the dropout rate of 0.5. We used
the sequential output of the soft sensors x(t−n:t) as the input of
the GRU, and then extracted the temporal feature vector h(t). In
order to represent both current and temporal features at once, we
concatenated the current sensor output x(t) and temporal feature
h(t) into the sequential feature vector r(t).
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TABLE I
NETWORK MODELS AND PARAMETERS OF THE PROPOSED MODEL

C. AliN: Alignment Network

The feature vectors r and z represent the sequential pattern of
the soft sensors and the hidden characteristic of the human gait
motion respectively. These two feature vectors are in different
feature spaces; thus, we need a method to transform from the r
to z. The AliN aims to represent a mapping from the r to the z:

ẑ(t) = AliN(r(t)) (14)

The AliN consists of three FCNN layers, and ReLU is used as
an activation function in every layer except the last layer.

D. Implementation Detail

The training procedure of the proposed model has two steps:
pre-training step and calibration step. In the pre-training step, we
trained the MRN to define the latent motion manifold with the
gait motion dataset. From the MRN, we can obtain the encoder
network g and decoder network f .

After that, we project the motion feature y in the calibration
dataset into the latent motion manifold Z , and get the hidden
representation z of y using the encoder network g.

In the calibration step, we trained the SEN and AliN with the
sensor input x and the hidden representation of the motion z at
once. The cost function for the calibration step is the MSE loss
function defined as follow:

cc(ẑ, z) =
1

N

N∑
i

(ẑi − zi)
2

After training, we can directly generate a human gait motion
ŷ from the soft sensor input x using the following procedure:

ŷ(t) = f
(
AliN

(
SEN

(
x(t−n:t)

)))
(15)

First, the SEN captures the sequential characteristic r of the soft
sensors. After that, the AliN projects the r into the manifold
space Z . Finally, the decoder network in the MRE generates the
most feasible gait motion based on the hidden information in the
latent motion feature z.

We implemented our model using PyTorch deep learning
framework [25]. Detailed model structure and hyper-parameters
are described in Table I. The sampling window size of the soft
sensor was 120 frames. Thus, we observed previous one sec-
ond. All parameters in the proposed model were initialized by
Gloraot initialization algorithm [26]. The numbers of epoch in

Fig. 8. Comparison of the generating accuracy with varied length of calibration
datasets between the DFM-Net and the proposed method.

pre-training and calibration steps were 60 and 30 respectively.
Both pre-training and calibration steps used Adam [27] as our
optimization algorithm (learning rate: 0.001), and the mini-batch
size was 512.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We compared the proposed method with the DFM-Net [8],
which is the state-of-the-art method for soft sensor calibration.
In this experiment, we modified the structure of the DFM-Net as
follow: two GRU layers and three FCNN layers with the same
hyper-parameters of the proposed method, to show the best per-
formance in our test case. In order to evaluate the proposed
method, we used 1, 200 frames (10 seconds) in each speed lev-
els as our test dataset in all of the experiments. The total number
of test frame was 60,000 (1, 200× 5 speed levels). As a per-
formance evaluation metric, we used a root mean square error
(RMSE) defined as follow:

RMSE(ŷ, y) =

√
1

3NM

∑N

i

∑M

m

∑3

d
(ŷi,m,d − yi,m,d)2

A. Demands on Calibration Dataset

In order to examine how many calibration datasets are re-
quired to train the proposed method, we sampled the calibration
dataset from each walking speed levels with a specific time size.
Fig. 8 shows the RMSE of the calibration results with various
sizes of the calibration dataset of each speed levels. The result
shows that our method required fewer amount of the calibration
dataset than the DFM-Net to achieve the same quality.

The main difference between our method and the DFM-Net
is the MRN. The DFM-Net trains both SEN and the kine-
matic decoder network at once from the calibration dataset. In
contrast, the proposed method concentrates more on finding
the relationship between the sensor output and the gait motion.
Therefore, the proposed method requires less calibration dataset
than the DFM-Net.
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Fig. 9. Generated gait motion flow using the proposed method. The motions were picked up every fifth frame (red: ground truth motion, blue: generated motion).

TABLE II
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF GAIT MOTION GENERATING AND COMPARISON OF

THE OTHER SOFT SENSOR CALIBRATION METHODS

B. Quality of Generated Gait Motion

Table II presents the performance of the proposed method in
comparison with the other methods. We sampled four seconds
from each walking speed levels (2, 400 frames) as our calibra-
tion dataset. We then compared our method with the modified
DFM-Net and a linear regression model [28], which have been
used in multiple soft sensor calibration methods [29]. In order to
select the polynomial order in the regression model, we changed
the polynomial order from first to sixth and tested its prediction
performance. According to the test, the fourth polynomial or-
der (LR-4) showed the best performance with the given dataset
and, therefore, was used to compare with the proposed method
and DFM-Net.

From the result, the proposed method was able to generate the
gait motion with highest accuracy (21.22 mm in overall), while
the RMSE of the worst-case was only 33.30 mm. Table III shows
the calibration quality of the lower-limb joint’s position. As can
be seen in the table, the RMSE of the terminal joints (toes) is
only 30.53 mm.

We captured the motions from the generated results every fifth
frame to evaluate the naturalness of the generated gait motion
using the proposed method. As we can see in the Fig. 9, the

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT OF THE JOINT’S POSITIONS

generated motions almost exactly match the ground truth. This
result supports that the proposed design of the motion-sensing
pants and the calibration method are accurate enough to generate
natural gait motions.

C. Analysis of Latent Motion Manifold

Our model acquires the high-level hidden features of gait
motion, such as phase and speed, from the data from two
microfluidic sensors and generates a motion based on these fea-
tures. Therefore, the representation ability is an important factor
of the performance.

In order to estimate the performance of the proposed MRN,
we illustrated the spaceZ into the 3-D Euclidean space (Fig. 10).
We projected the continuous gait motion features y into the la-
tent space Z using the encoder network g, and drew them in
the Euclidean space. In addition, we annotated some key phases
of the gait cycle (heel strikes and mid-stance) and their corre-
sponding motions in the figure. In this figure, we can see that the
flows of the gait motions are in a closed loop in Z , and the flow
of each speed level is also obviously distinctive. This result val-
idates our assumption of the existence of a low-dimensional la-
tent motion manifold that represent the high-dimensional motion
feature.
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Fig. 10. Flows of latent feature vectors z in the latent motion manifoldZ ∈ R3

and their gait motions: 1© right heel strike, 2©mid-stance, and 3© left heel strike.

V. CONCLUSION

We proposed the semi-supervised soft sensor calibration
method that generates the natural human gait motions using only
two soft microfluidic sensors.

Unlike previous research that required many soft sensors at-
tached to multiple joints to measure the gait motions, we were
able to reduce the number of soft sensor to two so that eliminat-
ing the interferences between the soft sensors and actuators.

Moreover, we developed a semi-supervised deep learning
method to reduce the number of the calibration datasets. We
defined the latent motion manifold using the deep auto encoder
and the unlabeled motion dataset. Our method was able to gen-
erate more accurate gait motion even with the small size of the
calibration dataset compared with the other soft sensor calibra-
tion methods that were based on supervised deep learning. Thus,
the proposed method can perform the calibration more quickly
when the user wears it.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of gen-
erating a gait motion using only two soft microfluidic sensors.
As a future work, we will improve our model to recognize the
phase of the gait cycle in real-time. Furthermore, We will in-
tegrate the proposed method with soft actuators for assisting
human walking. We believe that our proposed method will sig-
nificantly improve the soft wearable robots especially by making
the technology more functional and practical.
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